HTML & XHTML: The Complete Reference (Osborne Complete Reference Series)
Synopsis

Construct awesome Web pages using HTML, XHTML, XML, basic JavaScript, both CSS (style sheet) specifications, and DHTML. This thorough resource provides explanations of why tags work as they do, rather than just giving basic descriptions of them. Plus, use a companion Web site that features layout examples and allows visitors to sample HTML for their own uses.
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Customer Reviews

This book is a reference manual for HTML/XHTML/XML/CSS1/CSS2, in addition to a well-written book on how the different features work (with examples). The book is divided into seven parts with the following contents:

Part 1 - Introduction - Introduction To HTML And XHTML; Web Development Overview
Part 2 - Core HTML And XHTML - Core Elements; Links And Addressing
Part 3 - Presentation And Layout - Images; Text, Colors, And Backgrounds; Tables And Layouts; Frames; Multimedia; CSS1; CSS2
Part 4 - Interactivity - Forms; Introduction To Server-Side Programming; JavaScript And DHTML; Plug-ins, ActiveX Controls, And Java Applets
Part 5 - Site Delivery And Management - HTTP And Site Delivery; Site Management
Part 6 - Advanced Topics - XML
Part 7 - Appendixes - HTML And XHTML Element Reference; CSS1 And CSS2 Reference; Special Characters; Fonts; Color Reference; Reading A Document Type Definition; Index

Review

It used to be that when you built web pages, all you needed to know were a few basic HTML tags. But over time, things have gotten much more complicated. HTML has grown, and the different browsers...
don’t support all the tags in the same way. HTML is now morphing into XHTML. You have
cascading style sheets (version 1 and 2), and of course browsers support those differently too.
Throw in XML, JavaScript, DHTML, ActiveX and applets, and you wonder how any of it works
together. To help you keep it all straight, you need to have a good reference manual that explains it
all. HTML & XHTML: The Complete Reference by Thomas Powell is an excellent choice to have on
your bookshelf. Unlike pure reference-style manuals, this book bridges the gap between information
and learning.
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